
CONSONANTS.

* A laryngeal catch, denoting short arrest.

Denotes the release of the closure of the glottis.

i Denoting a whisper before the articulation of h, /, and /. It also

occurs before h.

h An aspirate like h in hall.

kh An aspirate of the same origin as h, but preceded by a whisper.

hw A bilabial, aspirate glide.

k Like the inner k-sound in caw.

g A k-sound articulated in the same place as k, but with an acoustic

effect of almost a medial sonant.
kk An outer k-sound like the one in key. The apostrophe is for a hiss of

breath before complete closure.

c Like the voiceless sh in she.

s Differs from s in sent in that it is articulated with the tip of the

tongue against the lower teeth.

tc Like ch in chill.

t A pure dental surd.

d A dental articulated in the same place as t, but with the impression

of being almost voiced.

V A dental differing from / only in the fact that an audible hiss is

expelled just previous to the stop.

n Differs from English n in that it is articulated with the point of the

tongue at the base of the upper teeth.

m Same as m in me.

p Like p in put.

b Differs from / only in its being nearly a sonant.

'/ Like /, but with the difference of having a puff of breath expelled

before closure.

y Like y in you.

w Like w in war.

The following is a tabular view of the consonants

:

Surd. Spirant NasaL

Glottal 8 ° <
—

Post-palatal . . . . k, g — -^

Palatal 4k — —
Alveolar — c —

s

Dental t, % d tc, ts n

Labial p,
(

p, b — m
h, w, y



VOWELS.

u Short like u in full.

u Long like u in yule.

o Short like o in hotel.

o Long like o in ;w£.

./ Like the short vowel sound in sun.

a Short like a in what.

a Long like a in ^/;;/^.

a Like the broad tf in law,

a Like tf in alley.

e Like <? in let.

e Like the a-sound in tale.

i Like / in sit.

i Long as in the vowel sound in see.

Denotes isolation of preceding vowel.
n

Indicates nasalization of preceding vowel.

DIPHTHONGS.

ai Like the diphthong in my.

az Like the diphthong in turn, with the r of the word slurred.

ei Like the diphthong in day.

di Like the diphthong in boy.

an Like the diphthong in shout.

ou Like the diphthong in foe.

The normal quantity of the final vowel is short and

weak, and for that reason it often occurs in a small supe-

rior letter. It is generally omitted where the following

word begins with a vowel.

The matter of stress can be indicated only in a general

way. As a rule, in words of two syllables the accent

falls on the first ; in words of three syllables, the accent

falls on the antepenult ; and in words of more than three

syllables there is generally a principal stress on the first

or second syllables and a falling secondary stress on the

penult. In many instances stress is contrary to what is

here stated, and in such cases it is generally indicated by

the acute accent.

In conclusion it is fitting that I should express my grat-



itude to two men who have been my constant help in

the work of which this forms but a part : to my father,

who made it possible for me to get into touch with this

difficult material, for it was largely through him and for

his sake that much of it was imparted to me ; and to

Professor Franz Boas, by whom sympathetic assistance was

always given, and under whose direction the work was

undertaken and brought to publication.
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